Express Kids Cooking Class
Classes are limited to 6 participants. Classes are aimed at ages 4-8.
Classes limited to four participants for ease of supervision.
Classes may feature some pre made components for ease of cooking with
age group. Recipes may be
Classes are hosted in my (Chef Luisa) kitchen at Everton Park. You are
more than welcome to stay for the cooking classes duration but
participation is limited to the children to allow them to test their skills and
learn new ones unless previously discussed as per the child’s needs.
Whilst the recipes in all classes can be adjusted to suit dietary/allergen
needs, please be aware that In My Own Kitchen does not operate from an
allergen free kitchen thus no responsibility will be taken for any trace
allergens found on equipment.

Holiday Kids Cooking Class
Classes are limited to 8 participants. Classes are aimed at ages 8+
Classes require a minimum of four (4) children to proceed.
Class themes based on holidays such as Easter and Christmas. Family
meals or general recipes also featured for classes. Classes are hosted in
my (Chef Luisa) kitchen at Everton Park.
You are more than welcome to stay for the cooking classes duration but
participation is limited to the children to allow them to test their skills and
learn new ones unless previously discussed as per the child’s needs.
Whilst the recipes in all classes can be adjusted to suit dietary/allergen
needs, please be aware that In My Own Kitchen does not operate from an
allergen free kitchen thus no responsibility will be taken for any trace
allergens found on equipment.
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Junior Master Class
Classes are limited to 6 participants. Classes are aimed at ages 10+
Classes require a minimum of four (4) children to proceed.
Classes focus on more specific skills aimed at kids with some cooking
experience and wanting to expand their repertoire. Dishes may be family
dishes with multi steps or more specialised knife skills.
Classes are hosted in my (Chef Luisa) kitchen at Everton Park.
You are more than welcome to stay for the cooking classes duration but
participation is limited to the children to allow them to test their skills and
learn new ones unless previously discussed as per the child’s needs.
Whilst the recipes in all classes can be adjusted to suit dietary/allergen
needs, please be aware that In My Own Kitchen does not operate from an
allergen free kitchen thus no responsibility will be taken for any trace
allergens found on equipment.
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